Epithelial-mesenchymal interconversions in ovarian cancer: The levels and functions of E-cadherin in intraabdominal dissemination
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Abstract

The metastatic process of ovarian cancer (OC) is almost exclusively defined by direct shedding of tumor cells into the abdominal cavity, followed by clustering into multicellular aggregates and posterior peritoneal anchorage. This process relies on dynamic intercellular interactions which are modified by epithelial-mesenchymal interconversions and, therefore, E-cadherin expression variability. Although widely accepted as a tumor suppressor in many types of cancer, E-cadherin is currently known to have a dynamic expression and a much more complex role in OC. First, high E-cadherin expression is considered a sign of metaplasia in the normal ovarian epithelium, due to its association with epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR) mediated cell proliferation. Subsequently, it is the decreased expression of E-cadherin that allows the acquisition of a more invasive phenotype, leading to the spread of primary tumor cells into the peritoneal fluid. This downregulation seems to depend on complex regulatory mechanisms, from molecular proteolysis to microenvironment interference and epigenetic regulation. E-cadherin cleavage and its resulting fragments appear to be essential to the process of dissemination and even to the formation of multicellular aggregates. Paradoxically, the maintenance of some E-cadherin expression seems to promote intercellular adhesion, resistance, and survival while decreasing cancer response to chemotherapy. Multiple studies have shown that reversing epithelial-mesenchymal transaction (EMT) and increasing E-cadherin expression prevents OC intraperitoneal dissemination, but findings that simultaneously correlate E-cadherin downregulation to higher chemotherapy sensitivity should not be ignored. Nevertheless, EMT and E-cadherin seem to have a potential interest as therapeutic targets in novel approaches to OC treatment.

Introduction

Most ovarian cancers (OC) are rapidly progressive and aggressive tumors, almost invariably associated with a poor prognosis, explaining why this disease remains the deadliest gynecologic malignancy in developed countries and the fifth leading cause of cancer death among women.2,3 While extra-abdominal metastases are rare,4,5 the intraabdominal spread is present in almost two-thirds of patients at diagnosis, representing a late-stage disease.6 The pathological mechanisms for intraabdominal dissemination in OC require some critical steps (Figure 1). First, disaggregation of solid tumor tissue is required, causing tumor-cell shedding into the peritoneal fluid. Once in suspension, these cells form clusters as multicellular aggregates (MCAs) or spheroids, in order to overcome anoikis and survive in the abdominal cavity. Finally, the MCAs themselves disaggregate, promoting cellular adhesion to the peritoneal surface and thus forming secondary distant lesions.2,7,9 This unique metastatic process is only possible due to dynamic modifications in cell interactions, more specifically in cell adhesion mechanisms. E-cadherin is essential for an intercellular bond through adherents junctions and one of the molecules responsible for the acquisition of epithelial phenotype, defining cell shape and polarity. These intercellular junctions mediated by E-cadherin are formed by the extracellular connection of two cadherins from different cells, continued by the cell cytoskeleton in the intracellular domain, using catenin as a mediator. Moreover, E-cadherin also participates in intracellular signaling pathways, like the PI3K/AKT pathway.2,10
Epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT) is a physiological process by which differentiated epithelial cells (expressing epithelial markers including desmosomes, tight junctions, keratin and laminin) acquire mesenchymal characteristics, such as vimentin and interstitial collagen types I and III, and become more undifferentiated, allowing, for example, cell movement during tissue regeneration or tumor progression (Figure 2). The loss of E-cadherin expression, a typical epithelial marker, is the hallmark of this process and in many tumors it is followed by a gain of N-cadherin expression, the correspondent mesenchymal marker. However, some tissues, as the ovarian superficial epithelium (OSE), are not completely differentiated, and thus have inherent characteristics from both phenotypes. This explains why N-cadherin is the main responsible for intercellular junctions in OSE, while the expression of E-cadherin is not uniformly observed. Within the molecules responsible for cellular interaction, E-cadherin is not only one of the most studied, with increasing evidence for its relevant role in many tumors, but also one of the most consistently expressed in areas of transformed ovarian epithelia. As it promotes cellular differentiation and aggregation, we can easily understand why E-cadherin was for a long time considered a tumor suppressor agent, opposing effects on metastization, in most solid neoplasms. However, it has a more ambiguous and complex function in OC, being crucial to oncogenesis and its intraabdominal dissemination, because it is closely related to the dynamic process of epithelial-mesenchymal interconversions, as will be explained throughout this article.

Methods

Search and selection of qualified review and research English-written articles published between January 2007 and November 2019 using two databases: Pubmed and ClinicalKey. The following keywords were used: ovarian cancer; E-cadherin; epithelial-mesenchymal transition; peritoneal metastasis. Relevant studies about E-cadherin phenotypic expression and role in ovarian cancer abdominal metastization were included.

Cell differentiation and oncogenesis stimulation

The ambiguous role of E-cadherin in oncogenesis and OC dissemination

As in other tissues, EMT seems to play a physiological role in ovarian epithelial repair. As shown in Figure 3, after ovulation, the epithelial cells trapped inside inclusion cysts may become part of the stroma by acquiring mesenchymal features. If there is no EMT, epithelial inclusion cysts become a preferential location for oncogenesis in ovarian epithelial cancer, and there is fairly strong evidence that cells inside those inclusion cysts overexpressing E-cadherin are more prone to malignant transformation. The co-expression of N-cadherin and E-cadherin in OSE cells is nowadays considered a phenomenon of metaplasia and, therefore, OC are composed of cells with a phenotypic heterogeneity, combining different proportions of both cadherins.

Despite previously considered a tumor suppressor agent, these recent findings suggest that E-cadherin has a pro-oncogenic function since the earliest events in tumor formation. In addition, for
During epithelial-mesenchymal transition (EMT), the cells lose epithelial characteristics and markers and acquire a more mesenchymal phenotype. This is a gradual transformation process, from a highly differentiated state to an undifferentiated one. The opposite process or mesenchymal-epithelial transition (MET) is also possible. Therefore, in both EMT and MET, the cells can express intermediate phenotypes with both epithelial and mesenchymal features, like the ones from the ovarian superficial epithelium.

Figure 3. Epithelial-mesenchymal transition is essential to repair the ovarian superficial epithelium. If EMT does not occur after ovulation, the cells trapped inside ovarian stroma may form inclusion cysts and these cells are more prone to undergo MET. If epithelial markers are acquired, more specifically, E-cadherin, these cells may undergo metaplasia and evolve into a pro-oncogenic state.
most carcinomas, there is a preconception that E-cadherin expression is inversely related to their aggressiveness and invasion capacity.6,11 This correlation may not apply to ovarian cancer, or at least not completely, since E-cadherin expression may promote metastasis formation, as shown by numerous studies.10 Indeed, large recent immunohistochemistry studies have demonstrated the expression of this molecule in metastatic lesions, and also in OC cells dispersed in the peritoneal fluid, justifying the possible E-cadherin influence in cancer development and resistance.2,9

Paradoxically, despite participating actively in the dissemination process, as described in further detail below, more advanced cancers express low levels of E-cadherin or do not even express it at all. Therefore, there might be a correlation between low levels of E-cadherin and more undifferentiated and aggressive OC.11

E-cadherin-mediated tumor growing

In areas of altered OSE, the formation of adherents junctions interferes in intracellular communication, triggering mitogenic pathways. The connection between two E-cadherin molecules in the extracellular domain modifies the epithelial growth factor receptor (EGFR), in one way preventing its connection to its ligand (epithelial growth factor or EGF),2,19 and in another activating a ligand-independent upregulation of EGFR. The last one results in the activation of enzymes like AKT and MAPK,2,20 capable of initiating signaling cascades that promote cellular proliferation, such as PI3K/AKT cascade11 and the MEK/ERK signaling pathway.21

In normal polarized epithelial cells, E-cadherin acts as a growth suppressor factor, depending on the expression of a zona adherens component, namely PLEKHA7. Low levels of this molecule were found in patients with high-grade serous ovarian Cancers and it appears to regulate the previously explained E-cadherin/EGFR interplay. Thus, upon increased expression of PLEKHA7, E-cadherin’s influence on EGFR is lost and EGFR activation decreases.22

As previously explained, E-cadherin expression has been correlated to cellular mechanisms of growth inhibition, apoptosis, differentiation and low invasive capacity in multiple cancers.14,23 contrasting with multiple OC findings. Therefore, we can conclude that the inverse of EMT - in other others, MET - might be the key for the first steps of OC oncogenesis, but if E-cadherin expression is cause or effect of MET remains unclear.14

Cellular effusion: the reversing of EMT?

Wu et al. (2018) reported that adherens junctions, resulting from E-cadherin expression, can induce cellular cohesion and prevent cellular migration, as observed in a monolayer culture of human OC cells.12 This study made it clear that E-cadherin downregulation and EMT are extremely important in later events of tumor cell shedding into the peritoneum, leading to intraabdominal metastization. Several biologic processes contribute and are involved, such as molecular proteolysis, interference of microenvironmental compounds and epigenetic regulation.

Metalloproteinases (MMPs), such as MMP-9, have shown to induce cleavage of the extracellular domain of E-cadherin, breaking adherens junctions and inducing EMT in mammary epithelial cells of murine and cataract models in rats.24 The findings of higher levels of MMP-9 in ascitic fluid of OC patients, but also of soluble E-cadherin (sE-cadherin), an extracellular fragment of the molecule with 80 KDa,24 suggest that: first, there might be a relation between the levels of the first and the second molecules,25 as sE-cadherin results from proteolysis of E-cadherin by MMP-9 (Figure 4); second, it suggests a potential role for proteolysis in inducing EMT and starting the peritoneal spreading of tumor cells. To reinforce this, high levels of both molecules in the ascitic fluid have shown to be related to more aggressive OC with poorer prognosis,2,11 higher tumor recurrence and low survival rates.24,25

Another protease, Calpain, breaks the intracellular end of E-cadherin, impairing its ability to connect to the cytoskeleton via β-Catenin, and thus creating an unstable cellular configuration, disrupting cell-cell contact6 (Figure 4). Also, released β-Catenin enters the cell nucleus and activates Wnt/β-catenin pathway, inhibiting E-cadherin gene transcription.

Figure 4. Schematic representation of an E-cadherin molecule and its proteolysis by two different enzymes. In the intracellular end, the molecule is connected to a cell's cytoskeleton component – actin -, using catenin (cat) as a mediator. In the same intracellular end, E-cadherin is susceptible to Calpain's action. In the extracellular domain, the cleavage of E-cadherin by MMP-9 creates an extracellular fragment of 80 KDa, also known as soluble E-cadherin (sE-Cadherin).
On the other hand, sE-cadherin itself may have biological activity. When human OC cells’ reaction to a recombinant form of E-cadherin ectodomain was tested, there was a phenotypic shift towards the mesenchymal phenotype and dispersion of cells from the solid tumor to the peritoneal fluid.42 So, this sE-cadherin rich peritoneal microenvironment might play an important role regarding in situ OC dissemination into peritoneal fluid, but also in spheroids disaggregation, essential to peritoneal tumor-cell implantation, the final stages of OC intraabdominal metastatization.11,24

The number of many transcription factors, such as Slug, Snail, and, in some tumors, Twist, has shown to be increased in OC and to suppress the expression of E-cadherin.9,26-29 More precisely, Snail seems to be a key regulator of E-cadherin, and its upregulation seems to correlate with E-cadherin lower expression and EMT induction.29 Many tumor microenvironmental aspects influence the expression of these transcription factors, but Snail’s upregulation seems to be favored by hypoxia.29

According to Wang et al, reactive oxygen species (ROS) formed in the hypoxic tumor microenvironment activate the hypoxia-induced factor 1-alfa (HIF1-α), leading to a downregulation of E-cadherin expression30 and upregulation of AEG-1 (astrocyte elevated gene-1).31 Other studies also found that HIF1-α is a positive regulator of Snail, suggesting a HIF1-α - Snail - E-cadherin sequence initiated by hypoxia, responsible for OC development.32,33 Besides, AEG-1 induces MMPs expression, like MMP-9, and consequently also proteolysis, with both AEG-1 and HIF1-α linked to the migration capacity of OC cells.31 These pathologival pathways explain why all these effects were observed by Wang et al when Emodin was used to increase ROS production by in vitro OC cells (30). These findings reinforce the importance of tumor microenvironment in the downregulation of E-cadherin9 and that a hypoxic microenvironment, typical of many fast-growing solid tumors,30 may promote EMT process in OC, through a complex network of molecular signaling.

Furthermore, E-cadherin downregulation can occur at the epigenetic level and some studies point epigenetics as co-responsible for E-cadherin expression.34,35 The activity of one histone methyltransferase, G9a, has been linked to epigenetic modification of tumor suppressor genes and diminished E-cadherin expression in OC.36

Despite apparently less important for the understanding of E-cadherin expression regulation, micro RNAs (miR) are indeed potential therapeutic targets and may also control this molecule at a post-transcriptional phase. For example, miR-200 and miR-145 apparently contribute to preventing the rapid proliferation of OC, by increasing E-cadherin levels.37,39 Also, miR-506 seems to inhibit multiple targets responsible for EMT.40,41 On the contrary, miR-9 acts as a direct inhibitor of E-cadherin mRNA translation, with opposing effects comparing to the other above mentioned micro RNAs.42

Spheroids: the ultimate survival mechanism

The protective role of E-cadherin

During tumor disaggregation, cells shed from the primary tumor site and lose their anchors to the extracellular matrices. To survive anoikis and apoptosis processes, they form multicellular aggregates (MCAs) or spheroids,11 in a process that depends on cell-cell adhesion. E-cadherin has already proved to be crucial to this phenomenon because a dominant mutant form of the molecule has shown to disrupt adherens junctions and prevent spheroids for-
mation in human OC cell lines.12 Xu et al. demonstrated, using three-dimensional models of OC spheroids, that higher cellular levels of E-cadherin were found in more compact and intact MCAs, with longer survival, as opposed to cellular groups with a lower or absent expression of the molecule. Indeed, inhibition of the molecule led to spheroids disaggregation.16

As previously discussed, E-cadherin downregulation is essential to intraperitoneal dissemination, so its sustained expression must have an underlying molecular mechanism. The expression of E-cadherin in MCAs is already well established. Nevertheless, there are contradictory data showing it is either increased or reduced, when compared to the solid tumor.31 As a result, there is a theory according to which, like in some lines of breast cancer cells, the intercellular adhesion in spheroids might exist due to E-cadherin fragments that maintain its extracellular domain, rather than the complete molecule, like the fragment E-cad-85 produced by Calpain, as previously explained.6,44

Spheroids also have an important contribution to OC treatment resistance. On one hand, arrangements in MCAs themselves, despite E-cadherin levels, have proved to allow cells survival to chemotherapy agents.11,16 On the other hand, by mechanisms not yet understood, E-cadherin expression seems to increase chemotherapy resistance already provided by the three-dimensional arrangement of the cells. This was demonstrated by the lower cell death rate of OC spheroids with higher E-cadherin expression in three-dimensional models, after treatment with cisplatin.16 Additionally, when there is a downregulation of E-cadherin expression through phosphatase CDC25A in OC cell cultures, it is possible to reduce OC spheroids’ resistance to cisplatin and paclitaxel.45

EMT induced shapeshifting

While cellular aggregation into spheroids appears to be a random process, recent data prove that not only MCAs formation but also their morphology depend on the expression of adhesion molecules. While the cell clustering process seems to be dependent on an equal adhesion capacity, which is defined by cadherins expression profile, recent findings suggest that the same cell can express simultaneously E-cadherin and N-cadherin, hence creating hybrid MCAs, with both mesenchymal and epithelial phenotypes. Additionally, the same metastatic niche can originate MCAs with different cadherin configuration, thus creating spheroids with a heterogeneous cadherin expression.5,46

Klymenko et al. (2017) concluded that, in three-dimensional models, E-cadherin-mediated intercellular adhesion is more stable when compared to N-cadherin. Therefore, cells with more epithelial phenotypes led to more cohesive spheroids which tend to be more difficult to disaggregate. On the contrary, these cells expressing higher levels of E-cadherin were more spherical, limiting to a small area the contact between clustered cells and between MCAs and the peritoneum. This supports the importance of E-cadherin expression in free-floating MCAs, as previously explained. However, it seems to limit cellular adhesion to the peritoneum, while preserving MCAs morphology (Figure 5). Consequently, a metastatic advantage comes with N-cadherin expression gain, since a more mesothelial phenotype is correlated with a stronger peritoneal adhesion and greater submesothelial mobility, justifying a more invasive behavior.5,46

This dualistic role of E-cadherin in MCAs is yet to be fully understood. However it has already been suggested that hybrid spheroids (co-expressing both cadherins), may have the advantage of changing their differentiation state depending on the microenvironment. For this reason, they may adapt and become resistant to cancer treatments or more prone to mesothelial adhesion.5
Targeting EMT: boosting or preventing it?

Despite the role of E-cadherin during OC growth and metastatization is not entirely known, it has become clear that the loss of E-cadherin plays a key role in intraabdominal OC dissemination. Although its clinical value as a molecular marker of disease progression in OC has not yet been considered, its correlations found between its expression and OC prognosis support this possible application. Therefore, lower levels of E-cadherin seem to be related to advanced stages of OC, lower-grade cell differentiation, higher recurrence rates and lower survival rates. In contrast, higher levels of E-cadherin have been related to a better prognosis.

Treatment of OC has always been considered a challenge, mainly because the majority of the patients have intraperitoneal spreading at diagnosis, and therefore they are treated for already advanced disease. Despite all the therapeutic improvements and clinical research findings, sustained remission of OC remains difficult to achieve. However, treatment advances probably justify the recent increase in survival rates.

Using EMT and E-cadherin expression as potential therapeutic targets in OC may seem unreasonable due to various factors: the incomplete comprehension of intraabdominal metastatic spread mechanisms, the dualistic role of E-cadherin and the heterogeneous phenotype of different tumors and different spheroids originated from the same tumor. Nevertheless, the knowledge acquired from these biological and molecular mechanisms allows to understand how controlling EMT would contribute to the production of drugs capable of regulating the metastatic process of OC or to adjuvant therapy applications, by increasing cell sensitivity to chemotherapy.

Chen et al. (2019) demonstrated that treatment of OC cell lines with isoliquiritigenin (ISL) - a compound isolated from licorice roots that exhibits many pharmacological proprieties, such as anti-inflammatory and anticancer activity - has induced MET, increasing the levels of E-cadherin and changing cell morphology to an epithelial phenotype. Moreover, it has shown to suppress the formation of peritoneal secondary lesions and to increase the survival of mice bearing OC. Also, an EMT inhibitor found in multiple cancer types, miR-506, delivered by nanoparticles, has proved to inhibit OC growth and metastasis in orthotopic mouse models.

Nowadays, first-line treatment for OC is optimal cytoreductive surgery associated or not with neoadjuvant or adjuvant platinum-based chemotherapy regimens, depending on tumor staging. Targeted therapies for OC consist mainly of vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and poly ADP ribose polymerase (PARP) inhibitors. Therefore, in the light of the above-mentioned, like the correlation of E-cadherin expression and tumor prognosis, we can hypothesize that therapies interfering with EMT may become a new weapon against OC. However, previous studies showing that E-cadherin downregulation improves sensitivity to chemotherapy should not be disregarded, and more research is needed to understand the real value of E-cadherin. Moreover, an effort should be made, not only to find new drugs capable of interacting with EMT but also to understand how different drugs act and affect these pathological mechanisms in different stages of intraabdominal OC dissemination.

Conclusions

Despite E-cadherin’s relevant role in OC oncogenesis and EGFR-related tumor growth, EMT subsequent to E-cadherin...
expression loss seems to be the most important mechanism in this tumor’s intraperitoneal dissemination. Multiple mechanisms have been reported to induce such process, alongside all the steps of protein synthesis: epigenetic control by methylation; transcriptional regulation by transcription factors according to the tumor microenvironment, like Snail relation with hypoxia; post-transcriptional interference of micro-RNAs; and molecular cleavage by metalloproteinases. On the other hand, E-cadherin expression, or to some extent its fragments, are crucial for maintaining spheroids aggregation and survival and thus contribute to the tumor chemoresistance.

Despite E-cadherin expression heterogeneity between different primary tumors and even between spheroids originated from the same solid neoplasm, the uncertain relation of cause-effect between EMT and E-cadherin downregulation, and the lack of knowledge about the biomolecular mechanisms that dictate epithelial to mesenchymal interconversions in OC, this review outstands the growing interest in exploring all the molecules and pathways interfering with E-cadherin expression and intercellular adhesion, for therapeutic proposes. Further investigation of the tumor microenvironment and the biochemical pathways involved in OC dissemination and spheroids chemoresistance is required to create targeted and effective therapies and improve patient survival in a disease with such unsatisfactory clinical outcomes.
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